Veeam Certified Engineer (VMCE) FAQ's:

How do I become a Veeam Certified Engineer (VMCE)?

To become a VMCE, you must attend a VMCE technical training course through one of our Veeam Authorized Training Centers, take the VMCE exam at a Pearson Vue local testing facility and pass with a score of 70% or higher.

What is the cost of investment?

The MSRP for the course is $3000. Partners may work with individual VMAEC organizations to develop a discount structure when purchasing seats in various classes. Partners may also discuss arrangements with their VMAEC to resell the VMCE course. Students may work with individual partners to negotiate the pricing as needed.

Who are the Veeam Authorized Training Centers?

Arrow Electronics, Inc.
7459 S. Lima Street
Englewood, CO 80112-3879
Phone: (303) 824-4000

Ingram Micro
1759 Wehrle Drive
Williamsville, NY 14221
(800) 456-8000, ext. 66630

Tech Data Education and Training Solutions
11305 Four Points Drive
Suite 170
Austin, Texas, 78726
United States, 1.800.426.1222

Global Knowledge
9000 Regency Parkway,
Suite 400
Cary, NC 27518
Phone: 877-206-4577

Where do I take the VMCE exam?

The exam must be taken at a Pearson Vue local testing facility.

Do I have to attend the VMCE training course in person?

Yes. There are two options for the course. You can take the instructor-led training, either onsite in person, at a specific location or on-line via web ex like technology. In either case the instructor is live for the 3-days of the course but the student location is either in a room with the instructor or at their home or office via an internet connection.

How long does my certification last?

All VMCE certifications are valid for the major release of a product attached to the certification and then for the next major release as well. For example, a student certified on v9 will maintain that certification through v10 and not need to recertify until v11. The recertification exam for a new release must be completed within 120 days after a new release is announced. If the VMCE fails to upgrade certification in the allotted 120-day period, the VMCE will receive an additional 90-day-grace period to retake the VMCE technical-training course and the VMCE-proctored exam in its entirety. If the VMCE has not upgraded certification during this grace period, the VMCE certification will expire and the engineer will no longer be eligible to take advantage of the VMCE benefits.
Does Veeam audit their VMCE’s?

Yes. Veeam Certified Engineers are expected to maintain a level of professionalism and expertise that positively represents a certified engineer, the company and Veeam in the industry. Veeam reserves the right to perform audit checks on any end-user solutions serviced by the engineer.